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Abstract—Protein fold recognition is an important step towards solving protein function and tertiary structure prediction
problems. Among a wide range of approaches proposed to solve this problem, pattern recognition based techniques
have achieved the best results. The most effective pattern recognition-based techniques for solving this problem have
been based on extracting evolutionary-based features. Most studies have relied on the Position Specific Scoring Matrix
(PSSM) to extract these features. However it is known that profile-profile sequence alignment techniques can identify
more remote homologs than sequence-profile approaches like PSIBLAST. In this study we use a profile-profile sequence
alignment technique, namely HHblits, to extract HMM profiles. We will show that unlike previous studies, using the HMM
profile to extract evolutionary information can significantly enhance the protein fold prediction accuracy. We develop
a new pattern recognition based system called HMMFold which extracts HMM based evolutionary information and
captures remote homology information better than previous studies. Using HMMFold we achieve up to 93.8% and 86.0%
prediction accuracies when the sequential similarity rates are less than 40% and 25%, respectively. These results are
up to 10% better than previously reported results for this task. Our results show significant enhancement especially
for benchmarks with sequential similarity as low as 25% which highlights the effectiveness of HMMFold to address this
problem and its superiority over previously proposed approaches found in the literature. The HMMFold is available online
at: http://sparks-lab.org/pmwiki/download/index.php?Download=HMMFold.tar.bz2

Index Terms—Protein Fold Recognition, HMM Profile, PSSM Profile, Evolutionary-based Features, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), HMMFold
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1 INTRODUCTION

The function of a protein in biological inter-
actions is dependent on its three-dimensional
structure. Protein Fold Recognition (PFR) is an
important step towards protein structure and
function prediction. PFR is defined as assigning
a given protein sequence to a fold that contains
proteins with similar general three-dimensional
configuration. It has been shown that proteins
belonging to the same fold have similar func-
tion in biological interactions [1]. The number
of folds is not infinite and it is estimated to
be less than two thousand. Currently, accord-
ing to the latest version of Structural Classi-
fication of Protein (SCOP) Data Bank, in total
less than 1400 folds have been identified [2].
Hence, we can relate new proteins to known
proteins based on the fold relationship. The
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general three-dimensional configuration of pro-
teins facilitates the process of protein structure
prediction for template-based techniques and
also provides important information about the
function of the proteins.

In the last two decades, a wide range of
computational approaches have been proposed
to address this problem. Among these ap-
proaches, the pattern recognition-based tech-
niques have achieved promising results. PFR
can be defined as solving a multi class clas-
sification task where its performance relies
on features as well as the classification tech-
nique being used [3]. The most important fac-
tor to enhance protein fold prediction accu-
racy using pattern recognition-based system is
to extract highly discriminative features that
effectively represent protein sequences. Early
studies mainly focused on the alphabetic se-
quence of proteins for feature extraction [1].
They mainly extracted features based on how
amino acids are distributed along the protein
sequence (e.g. occurrence and composition of
the amino acids, and etc.). However, these
features are not able to provide any informa-
tion about the physicochemical or evolution-
ary information of the protein sequence. Later,
new effective sequence based feature extraction
techniques were proposed to extract more dis-
criminatory information from the interaction
of neighboring amino acids. Two of the most
effective techniques are dipeptide and tripep-
tide features. Dipeptides and tripeptides rep-
resent the interaction of two and three neigh-
boring amino acids along the protein sequence,
respectively. These feature groups have been
effectively used to extract local discriminatory
information [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

Later studies shifted their focus to extract
features from the physicochemical properties
of the amino acids [5], [10], [11], [12]. Despite
providing better understanding about the in-
teraction of the amino acids and their proper-
ties, they have not been able to enhance the
protein fold prediction accuracy significantly
better than using sequence-based features [13].

More recent studies have shifted their fo-
cus to evolutionary information for feature ex-
traction and significantly enhanced the protein
fold prediction accuracy compared to previ-

ous studies [14], [15], [16]. To extract these
features, most authors have relied on Position
Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSM) for feature ex-
traction. The PSSM is a sequence profile that
is extracted from PSIBLAST [17]. For a given
protein sequence, PSIBLAST searches a protein
data bank, finds the highly similar protein se-
quences and extracts a profile that provides the
substitution probabilities of each amino acid
based on its position with other amino acids
which is called the PSSM. In this way, they are
able to provide important discriminatory infor-
mation based on investigating highly similar
and evolutionary related proteins. The PSSM
has been shown to be an important source
of information for feature extraction in many
problems in protein science [18], [19]. In fact, to
the best of our knowledge, the most promising
results for the PFR have been achieved by using
the PSSM for feature extraction [20], [21], [22],
[23]. For example, in the Yang et al. [21] and
Paliwal et al. [24] that reported the best results
for the PFR, PSSM was directly used to extract
evolutionary information and also used indi-
rectly to extract structural information (using
predicted secondary structure from SPINE-X
[25] or PSIPRED [26], respectively which in
turn use PSSM for their predictions).

As explained in [17], [18], [27], [28], [29]
studies, PSIBLAST finds highly similar pro-
tein sequences to build the PSSM sequence
profile. Therefore, it is sensitive in detecting
highly similar sequences. That is why using
this method for problems that rely on finding
very similar homologies is so effective [25].
However, it is unable to detect remote homol-
ogy similarities effectively, while the PFR prob-
lem, especially when the sequential similarity
rate is very low, is considered as a remote
homology detection problem [30], [31], [32].
Therefore, using alternative techniques that are
able to detect remote homologous sequences
should be more effective than PSIBLAST. To
investigate this hypothesis, instead of PSSM,
we use another remote homology detection
technique to extract evolutionary information.

In this study, we use HHblits to produce a
HMM profile [28]. The HMM profile has been
shown to be a more effective approach for
remote homology detection compared to PSSM
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[18], [28], [29]. To the best of our knowledge,
the evolutionary based profile extracted using
a remote homology detection technique has
not been explored for the PFR or similar stud-
ies (e.g. protein structural class or subcellular
localization prediction problems). We develop
the HMMFold method that extracts n-gram
feature groups from the HMM-profile to solve
the PFR. We then apply SVM to these features
as the state-of-the-art classification technique
for the PFR. We investigate the effectiveness of
HMMFold on three of the most popular bench-
marks used for the PFR namely DD, EDD, and
TG benchmarks and achieve to 81%, 93%, and
86% prediction accuracies, respectively, which
are up to 10% better than previously used
techniques [22], [24]. We also, for the first
time, achieve over 85% prediction accuracy for
the PFR when the sequential similarity rate
is below 25% (for the TG benchmark). Our
promising results propose a new direction for
extracting highly discriminatory features using
evolutionary information utilizing remote ho-
mology detection techniques.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Benchmarks
We will use three popular benchmarks that
have been widely used to evaluate different
techniques for protein fold recognition namely,
DD, EDD, and TG [21], [33], [34], [35]. This
enables us to directly compare our results with
a wide range of studies as well as the state-
of-the-art techniques used for the PFR in the
literature.

The DD benchmark was extracted by Ding
and Dubchak in 2001 [10] from the Structural
Classification of Proteins (SCOP) version 1.63.
This data set originally consisted of 311 pro-
teins in its training set with less than 40%
sequential similarity and 383 proteins with less
than 35% sequential similarity in the test set.
These proteins belong to 27 folds. To conduct
a more reliable experiment and to produce
more statistically significant prediction results,
later studies combined these two sets and used
the 10-fold cross validation evaluation method.
Hence, the new benchmark consists of 694
samples.

We also use the Extended Ding and Dubchak
(EDD) dataset. We extract this benchmark from
the SCOP (version 1.75) which contains more
proteins [36]. This benchmark consists of 3418
proteins with less than 40% sequential similar-
ity belonging to the same 27 folds as used in
DD. This benchmark is extracted to incorporate
the latest changes to SCOP and to use new
proteins that have been added to this protein
data bank [37]. Recent studies have used this
benchmark as the main benchmark to compare
their prediction results for the PFR when the
sequential similarity rate is below 40%.

The third benchmark that we used is called
the TG benchmark and extracted by Taguchi
and Gromiha from the SCOP version 1.73 [13].
This benchmark consists of 1612 proteins with
less than 25% sequential similarity belonging to
30 folds. This benchmark is used as the main
benchmark to investigate the performance of
protein fold recognition when the sequential
similarity rate is below 25%.

In addition to these three benchmarks, we
use the Lindahl benchmark to compare our
proposed method with template-based thread-
ing methods [38]. This benchmark consist of
976 proteins with the sequential similarity rate
of less than 40%.

2.2 Feature Extraction Methods
In this study, we extract monogram, bigram,
and trigram feature groups. These three feature
groups have been shown to be effective fea-
tures for capturing local discriminatory infor-
mation from the evolutionary profile using the
PSSM. These three feature groups have been
previously extracted from the protein sequence
as well and attained good results [4], [5], [7],
[8], [15]. For protein sequence, monogram fea-
tures have been widely referred as occurrence
of the amino acids feature group while bi-
gram and trigram referred to as dipeptides and
tripeptides. However, as it was shown in [22],
[23], [24], [39], extracting these feature groups
directly from the PSSM significantly enhanced
the protein fold prediction accuracy compared
to extracting these features from the protein
sequence. The best results reported for protein
fold recognition has been achieved by extract-
ing evolutionary information using trigrams
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from the PSSM as well as using a combination
of bigrams using evolutionary and structural
profiles extracted directly and indirectly from
the PSSM (extracting structural information us-
ing SPINE-X which also uses the PSSM for its
prediction) [22], [23], [24].

We extract monogram, bigram, and trigram
features from the HMM profile. The HMM
profile is calculated by applying HHblits with
its cut off value (E) is set to 0.001 on our
explored benchmark (using the latest version
of Uniprot20 protein data base which was
updated in 2013) in four iterations [28], [40].
Given a protein sequence, the HMM profile
produces an L × 30 matrix where L is the
length of protein sequence. The values output
by HHblits in the HMM profile are converted
to linear probabilities using the formula p =
2−N/1000 where N is the probability number
from the profile. The first 20 columns represent
the substitution probability of the amino acids
along its sequence, based on their position,
with all 20 amino acids. The next 10 columns
represent the probability of three states that are
defined in HHblits to represents the changes
in the sequences namely, insertion (I), deletion
(D), and match (M). Comparing two sequences
to find the alignment based on the HMM-
profiles, insertion refers to the case that an
amino acid is appended in a specific position in
the sequence, deletion refers to the case that an
amino acid is removed from a specific position
in the sequence and match refers to the case
that an exact match is detected [30], [31], [41].
The first seven rows provided the probability
of changes between these tree stages (M -> M,
M -> I, M -> D, I -> I, I -> M, D -> D, D -> M).
The other three columns refers to the number of
each stage occurring in the alignment process
[28], [30].

We also produce the PSSM to extract n-
gram features and compare the effectiveness
of extracting these features compared to use
of the HMM profile. We extract PSSM using
the PSIBLAST tool on NCBI’s non redundant
(nr) database with a cutoff value (E) of 0.001 in
three iterations [17]. The output of PSIBLAST
produced two matrices: the linear substitution
probabilities and the log odds. Only the lin-
ear probabilities are used in this work. To be

able to directly compare the effectiveness of
the PSSM and the HMM profile for detecting
remote homologies for protein fold recognition,
we will extract our features from the first 20
columns of the HMM-profile. This consists of
substitution probabilities of the amino acids
that correspond to the 20 columns of the PSSM.
We will introduce the monogram, bigram, and
trigram features in the following subsections in
more detail.

2.2.1 Monogram Features
The monogram feature group extracted from
the HMM is a global descriptor of the pro-
teins as it does not provide any information
about the local interactions of the amino acids
along the proteins [11], [13]. Monogram feature
group is extracted as the global summation of
the substitution probabilities of a given amino
acid with all the other amino acids along the
protein sequence. We calculate this feature as
the summation of the substitution probabilities
for the first 20 columns of the HMM-profile. To
compute monogram features from the HMM
profile, the following formula is used:

M(i) =
L∑

m=1

hm,i (i = 1, ..., 20), (1)

where L is the length of the protein, and
hm,i represents the ith column of the mth row of
the linear probabilities from the HMM-profile
[23]. In this manner, we extract monogram (M )
feature group consisting of 20 features in total.

2.2.2 Bigram Features
The Bigram feature group provides informa-
tion about the interaction of the neighboring
amino acids [39]. To extract this feature group
from the HMM profile, the following formula
is used:

B(i, j) =
L−1∑
m=1

hm,ihm+1,j, (2)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ 20, 1 ≤ j ≤ 20, B is a 20 ×
20 matrix of features. The 20 × 20 matrix B is
flattened into a length 400 vector which forms
the final feature for a given protein:

[B(1, 1), B(1, 2), . . . , B(1, 20), B(2, 1), . . . , B(19, 20),
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B(20, 1), . . . , B(20, 20)]

The bigram features can be interpreted as the
likelyhood of two consecutive amino acids ap-
pearing along the protein sequence. Using the
evolutionary profile to extract bigram features
has been shown to be an effective technique
to reduce the number of redundant features
and at the same time to extract important
local evolutionary information for protein fold
recognition [22], [24], [39].

2.2.3 Trigram Features
Despite increasing the number of features dra-
matically compared to the number of features
extracted using the bigram technique (400 bi-
grams compared to 8000 trigram features), the
trigrams is still an effective feature group for
protein fold recognition [23]. Similar to the
bigram, to extract the trigram feature group
we consider the substitution probabilities of
consecutive amino acids. However, instead of
considering two neighboring amino acids as in
the bigram, for the trigrams we calculate the
expected occurrence of three consecutive amino
acids. To compute the trigram features from the
HMM profile, the following formula is used:

T (i, j, k) =
L−2∑
m=1

hm,ihm+1,jhm+2,k, (3)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ 20, 1 ≤ j ≤ 20,1 ≤ k ≤ 20,
T is a 20 × 20 × 20 block of features. The 20 ×
20× 20 matrix T is flattened into a length 8000
vector which forms the final feature for a given
protein:

[T (1, 1, 1), T (1, 1, 2), . . . , T (1, 1, 20),

T (1, 2, 1), . . . , T (20, 20, 20)]

As mentioned earlier, the trigram feature
group has been used successfully to repre-
sent local information from the protein pro-
file (PSSM) and attained promising results for
protein fold recognition [23]. In fact, despite
their simplicity, all three n-gram techniques
that are introduced here (monogram, bigram,
and trigram techniques) have been successfully
used to extract global and local discriminatory
information from the protein profile (PSSM)

and are considered state-of-the-art feature ex-
traction techniques for protein fold recognition
[7], [13], [15], [22], [24], [39], [42].

Note that moving to higher n-grams is not
practical as they produce very large number of
features (e.g. quadgrams produce 160,000 fea-
tures for each protein) which is not feasible for
large protein data banks or when the number
of samples are limited [11], [43]. As a result we
limit ourselves to extracting trigram features.

2.3 Support Vector Machines
During the past two decades, a wide range
of classification techniques, such as Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) [4], [42], Meta Classi-
fiers [44], [45], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [8],
[46], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [20], [21],
and Ensemble Classifiers [43], [47] have been
implemented and used for protein fold recog-
nition. However, the best results for this task
is achieved by using SVM classifiers [21], [22],
[23], [24].

SVM is considered a state-of-the-art machine
learning and pattern classification algorithm
[48]. It has been extensively applied in clas-
sification and regression tasks. SVM aims to
find a maximum margin hyperplane to mini-
mize classification error. A function called the
kernel (K()) is used to project the data from
input space to a new feature space. By using
a nonlinear projection, it allows for nonlinear
decision boundaries [49].

The optimisation problem solved by SVM is
to find values of αi that maximise LD:

LD =
∑
i

αi −
1

2

∑
i,j

αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj) (4)

subject to the conditions:

0 ≤ αi ≤ C, for all i

and ∑
i

αiyi = 0

To classify a new point x′ with class y′ ∈
{−1, 1}, the following equation is used:

y′ = sign
(

n∑
i=1

αiyiK(xi,x′) + b

)
(5)
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where K() is the kernel function. Common
kernel functions include linear, polynomial and
Radial Basis Function (RBF). In this paper, we
use the RBF kernel defined as: K(xi,x′) =
exp

(
−γ(xi − x′)T (xi − x′)

)
. where γ is a tun-

able parameter.
We apply SVM to the DD, EDD and TG

datasets as described in Section 3.1. In all of
our experiments we use the SVM classifier with
the RBF kernel. We use the implementation of
SVM from the libsvm library [50]. To provide
general results and also to avoid any over
training, we have used the same values for C
and γ parameters as they have used in [23].
They found these parameters (γ = 0.0038 and
C = 1000) using grid search which is also
implemented in the libsvm package.

As the evaluation criterion, we use 10-fold
cross validation to be able to directly compare
our results with previous studies as it has been
widely used in the literature [21], [24]. In 10-
fold cross validation technique, the data set is
randomly divided into 10 mutually exclusive
subsets. Then in 10 different experiments, 9
subsets are combined and used as training set
and the remaining subset is used as the test
set. This process repeats until all 10 subsets
are used exactly once as a testing subset. Then
the results of all the samples are averaged to
produce the final prediction performance. We
conduct our experiments 10 times and report
the average prediction accuracy (using 10 times
10-fold cross validation and averaging the re-
sults).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Results
In the first step, we extract monogram, bigram,
and trigram features from the original protein
sequence, from the PSSM, and also from the
HMM profiles. We extract features from the
HMM using its first 20 columns correspond-
ing to the 20 columns of the PSSM and all
its 30 columns. The results achieved by ap-
plying an SVM classifier to these features for
the DD, EDD, and TG benchmarks are shown
in Table 1. As shown in this table, the best
results are achieved by applying SVM to the
monogram, bigram, and trigram feature groups

TABLE 1: The results for monogram, bigram
and trigram features extracted from the original
protein sequence as well as the PSSM and
HMM profiles. We produced the results when
using the 20 columns of the HMM correspond-
ing to the 20 columns in PSSM and when using
all 30 columns of the HMM profile (the average
prediction accuracy of using 10 times 10-fold
cross validation).

Feature Group DD TG EDD
Sequence-Monogram 51.0 36.2 46.9
Sequence-Bigram 53.4 43.1 55.6
Sequence-Trigram 38.4 34.4 45.7
PSSM-Monogram 69.6 50.1 69.6
HMM-Monogram (20) 76.2 75.2 86.7
HMM-Monogram (30) 56.1 56.9 77.6
PSSM-Bigram 74.1 68.1 84.5
HMM-Bigram (20) 79.4 83.1 92.6
HMM-Bigram (30) 67.6 65.3 83.4
PSSM-Trigram 74.6 73.4 88.7
HMM-Trigram (20) 81.8 86.0 93.8
HMM-Trigram (30) 68.5 65.8 84.3

extracted from the HMM profile using its first
20 columns for feature extraction. Note that we
have used HMM profile with all 30 columns
but our results was not as good as using
just the first 20 columns of the HMM profile
corresponding to the 20 column of the PSSM.
When we tuned the parameters for the SVM
for HMM (30), our results was just slightly
worst than using HMM (20). However, when
we used the same parameters extracted for
HMM (20), the results using HMM (30) was
much worse. The main reason can be because
the extra 10 columns of the HMM profile do
not provide any additional discriminatory in-
formation to its first 20 columns for the pro-
tein fold recognition problem. While adding
the next 10 columns, we increase the number
of features dramatically (using 20 columns of
HMM, we extract 30×30×30×=27000 features
in Trigram feature group instead of 8000 using
first 20 columns). Therefore, we proceed our
experiments using the first 20 columns of the
HMM profile for feature extraction. For the rest
of this study, we extract our features from the
first 20 columns of the HMM profile. Note that
to maintain the consistency of our experiments,
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TABLE 2: The results (%) for Naive Bayes, Bayes Network,KNN, SVM (with linear kernel), and
RF (using 10, 50, and 100 base learners) for Trigram feature vector extracted from the PSSM,
and HMM profiles for DD, EDD, and TG benchmarks.

DD Benchmark EDD Benchmark TG Benchmark
Classifier PSSM HMM PSSM HMM PSSM HMM
Naive Bayes 64.2 70.4 66.4 69.8 47.0 59.0
Bayes Network 46.3 55.0 47.0 67.0 34.2 53.2
KNN 61.3 75.1 79.2 88.9 53.7 75.8
SVM 73.1 80.6 88.4 93.6 73.5 84.5
RF (10) 52.1 69.9 55.0 82.8 37.2 66.9
RF (50) 62.6 76.3 66.0 87.6 44.7 75.0
RF (100) 63.3 76.7 67.2 88.5 45.9 75.7

we just report the results using HMM (30) with
the same parameters for the SVM classifier (γ
and C) used for HMM (20) in Table 1.

We achieve 92.6%, and 93.8% prediction
accuracies using bigram and trigram feature
groups extracted from the HMM profile for
the EDD benchmark which are 8.1% and 5.1%
better than extracting these feature groups from
the PSSM profiles, respectively [23], [39]. By
achieving 93.8% prediction accuracy for this
benchmark, we enhance the protein fold pre-
diction accuracy by 3.2% when compared to the
best results reported for this benchmark [20],
[21], [22], [24].

Our results for the DD and TG bench-
marks are even more promising. Using bigram
and trigram feature groups extracted from the
HMM profile, we achieve 83.1% and 86.0%
prediction accuracies for the DD and TG bench-
marks, respectively [21], [23], [24]. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first time that the
protein fold prediction accuracy has reached
over 80% prediction accuracy for a bench-
mark with less than 25% sequential similarity.
Achieving 86.0% prediction accuracy for the
PFR when the sequential similarity is less than
25% is a great breakthrough in solving this
problem. This highlights the effectiveness of
using the HMM profile for feature extraction.

We also achieve 81.8% prediction accuracy
for the DD benchmark using the trigram fea-
ture group which is 7.2% better than using
trigram feature group extracted from the PSSM.
It is also the first time that we can achieve
to over 80% prediction accuracy (using 10-fold
cross validation) for the DD benchmark since

the introduction of this benchmark in 2001 by
Ding and Dubchak [10].

To investigate the generality of the achieved
enhancement with respect to the classifier be-
ing used, we have used several of the most
popular classification techniques that have
been widely used in the literature. We use
these classifiers for HMM-Trigram and PSSM-
Trigram feature groups and compared the re-
sults [43], [51], [52], [53], [54]. We used Naive
Bayes, Bayes Network, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN),
SVM (using linear kernel), and Random Forest
(RF) using three different numbers of base
learners (10, 50, and 100). We used the im-
plementation of these classifiers in WEKA ma-
chine learning toolbox [55]. Except for RF that
is used with three different number of base
learners, the default parameters of the WEKA
are used for other classifiers. We used RF with
three different base learners to investigate the
impact of the number of base learners on its
prediction performance. Note that we used
SVM using linear kernel to investigate the
impact of using different kernel and compare
its results using SVM with RBF kernel. Our
achieved results is shown in Table 2.

As it is shown in Table 2, for all our em-
ployed classifiers and all three benchmarks
(DD, EDD, and TG benchmark), using Trigram
feature vector extracted from HMM profile
achieved better results than extracting this fea-
ture vector from PSSM profile. It highlights the
effectiveness of using HMM profile for feature
extraction for PFR compared to PSSM profile
regardless of the classification technique being
used. As it is shown in this table, for the Ran-
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TABLE 3: The results achieved for each fold for the DD benchmark using SVM on the Trigram
feature group extracted from the PSSM and HMM profile, respectively.

No. Fold No. of samples PSSM HMM
α

1 Globin-like 19 100.0 100.0
2 Cytochrome C 16 100.0 100.0
3 DNA-binding 3-helical bundle 32 84.4 90.6
4 4-Helical up-and-down bundle 15 80.0 86.7
5 4-Helical cytokines 18 88.9 94.4
6 α EF-hand 15 73.3 86.7

β

7 Immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich 74 90.5 90.5
8 Cupredoxins 21 90.5 90.5
9 Viral coat and capsid proteins 29 82.8 86.2
10 ConA-like lectins/glucanases 13 61.5 76.9
11 SH3-like barrel 16 56.3 62.5
12 OB-fold 32 50.0 65.6
13 Trefoil 12 100.0 100.0
14 Trypsin-like serine proteases 13 61.5 61.5
15 Lipocalins 16 93.8 93.8

α/β

16 (TIM)-barrel 77 80.5 76.6
17 FAD (also NAD)-binding motif 23 78.3 91.3
18 Flavodoxin-like 24 50.0 62.5
19 NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold 40 62.5 87.5
20 P-loop containing nucleotide 22 54.6 63.6
21 Thioredoxin-like 17 82.4 94.1
22 Ribonuclease H-like motif 22 45.5 77.3
23 Hydrolases 18 77.8 88.9
24 Periplasmic binding protein-like 15 40.0 86.7

α+β

25 β-Grasp 15 40.0 53.3
26 Ferredoxin-like 40 60.0 55.0
27 Small inhibitors, toxins, lectins 40 95.1 97.6

dom Forest classifier, increasing the number
of base learners from 10 to 50 significantly
increases the prediction performance. While
the increase in prediction performance is not
as significant when we increase the number
of base learners from 50 to 100. It shows that
increasing the number of base learners for the
Random Forest further than 100, we can not
expect significant prediction enhancement as it
was discussed and supported in Dehzangi et
al. [44]. The best results among the employed
classifier is achieved by using SVM classifier
using linear kernel. It shows the superiority
of SVM classifier with respect to the features
being used compared to the other employed

classifiers. Despite promising results achieved
using SVM with linear kernel, they are still
lower than the results achieved by using SVM
with RBF kernel which shows the preference of
RBF kernel for this task.

We then produce results for each individual
fold for the DD, EDD, and TG benchmarks
using SVM to the trigram feature group ex-
tracted from these two profiles. It is done to
provide more information about the impact of
using the HMM profile compared to the use
of PSSM to extract features. The results are
shown in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5. In these
tables, the name of the folds represented in
each benchmark is shown in column two, the
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TABLE 4: The results achieved for each fold for the EDD benchmark using SVM on the Trigram
feature group extracted from the PSSM and HMM profile, respectively.

No. Fold No. of samples PSSM HMM
α

1 Globin-like 41 92.7 97.6
2 Cytochrome C 35 91.4 97.1
3 DNA-binding 3-helical bundle 322 94.7 97.8
4 4-Helical up-and-down bundle 69 76.8 88.4
5 4-Helical cytokines 30 83.3 90.0
6 α EF-hand 59 84.8 88.1

β

7 Immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich 391 94.4 96.7
8 Cupredoxins 47 89.4 91.5
9 Viral coat and capsid proteins 60 71.7 83.3
10 ConA-like lectins/glucanases 57 87.7 87.7
11 SH3-like barrel 129 69.8 87.6
12 OB-fold 156 77.6 85.3
13 Trefoil 45 88.9 95.6
14 Trypsin-like serine proteases 45 86.7 91.1
15 Lipocalins 37 78.4 89.2

α/β

16 (TIM)-barrel 336 97.6 98.5
17 FAD (also NAD)-binding motif 73 90.4 95.9
18 Flavodoxin-like 130 80.0 92.3
19 NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold 195 95.4 98.5
20 P-loop containing nucleotide 239 93.3 96.7
21 Thioredoxin-like 111 85.6 91.9
22 Ribonuclease H-like motif 128 72.7 91.4
23 Hydrolases 83 98.8 100.0
24 Periplasmic binding protein-like 16 81.3 100.0

α+β

25 β-Grasp 121 81.0 87.6
26 Ferredoxin-like 339 84.4 91.7
27 Small inhibitors, toxins, lectins 124 100.0 100.0

number of samples in each fold is represented
in column three, and the results achieved for
the trigram feature group extracted from the
PSSM and HMM profiles are shown in columns
four and five, respectively.

As it is shown in Table 3, our results achieved
using the HMM profile to extract trigram for
most of the folds (except fold number 26
“Ferredoxin-like”) is equal to or better than
using the PSSM for feature extraction. The
same pattern is repeated in Table 4 with similar
folds which highlight the consistency of our
achieved results with respect to the targeted
folds. As it is shown in Table 5, our achieved
enhancement with respect to the folds is re-

peated here again and even more significant
for the TG benchmark. The results achieved
using the HMM profile compared to the PSSM
profile to extract trigram feature group shows
the preference of HMM over PSSM for feature
extraction for most of the folds (except fold
number 29 “Knottins”). It is also shown that
using the HMM profile we achieve over 50%
prediction accuracy for all the folds investi-
gated in the TG benchmark.

3.2 Comparison with existing methods

To be able to directly compare our results with
the best results reported in the literature, we
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TABLE 5: The results achieved for each fold for the TG benchmark using SVM on the Trigram
feature group extracted from the PSSM and HMM profile, respectively.

No. Fold No. of samples PSSM HMM
α

1 Cytochrome C 25 84.0 96.0
2 DNA/RNA binding 3-helical bundle 103 86.4 92.2
3 Four helical up and down bundle 26 46.2 69.2
4 EF hand-like fold 25 48.0 76.0
5 SAM domain-like 26 42.3 73.1
6 α-α super helix 47 74.4 78.7

β

7 Immunoglobulin-like β-sandwich 173 89.0 89.0
8 Common fold of diphtheria

toxin/transcription
factors/cytochrome 28 28.6 53.6

9 Cupredoxin-like 30 86.7 93.3
10 Galactose-binding domain-like 25 52.0 72.0
11 Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases 26 84.6 84.6
12 SH3-like barrel 42 47.6 76.2
13 OB-fold 78 51.3 71.8
14 Double-stranded α-helix 34 76.5 88.2
15 Nucleoplasmin-like 42 59.5 61.9

α/β

16 TIM α/β-barrel 145 95.2 97.9
17 NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-fold domains 77 80.5 97.4
18 FAD/NAD(P)-binding domain 31 87.1 96.8
19 Flavodoxin-like 55 56.4 81.8
20 Adenine nucleotide a hydrolase-like 34 38.2 94.1
21 P-loop containing nucleoside

triphosphate hydrolases 95 84.2 95.8
22 Thioredoxin fold 32 50.0 87.5
23 Ribonuclease H-like motif 49 32.7 81.6
24 S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent

methyltransferases 34 82.4 94.1
25 α/β-Hydrolases 37 91.9 100.0

α+β

26 β-Grasp, ubiquitin-like 42 47.6 73.8
27 Cystatin-like 25 48.0 88.0
28 Ferredoxin-like 118 69.5 79.7
29 Knottins 80 100.0 98.8
30 Rubredoxin-like 28 57.1 82.1

have reproduced those results for all the three
benchmarks that we have used. This compari-
son is provided in Table 6. Note that to be able
to directly compare our results with the results
found in the literature, for DD benchmark, we
divide this benchmark to train (311 samples)
and test (383) samples, and conducted our ex-
periments. For the EDD, and TG benchmark,
we proceed with reporting our results using

the average result of 10 times 10-fold cross val-
idation experiments and reproduced previous
results found in the literature for those exper-
iments. The features tested include the follow-
ing: PF1, PF2 (sequence based bigram features
[42]), PF [8], O (Occurrence [13]), AAC (amino
acid composition [10]), AAC+HXPVZ (compo-
sition plus physicochemical features from 5
attributes [10]). The previous 6 features are
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TABLE 6: PFR accuracy for features on the
DD, TG and EDD datasets. Accuracies are com-
puted for the independent test set for the DD
benchmark and 10×10-fold cross-validation for
the EDD, and TG benchmarks.

References Features DD TG EDD
[42] PF1 50.6 38.8 50.8
[42] PF2 48.2 38.8 49.9
[42] PF 53.4 43.1 55.6
[13] O 51.0 36.2 46.9
[10] AAC 45.1 32.0 40.9
[10] AAC+HXPZV 47.2 36.3 40.9
[39] CONS-PF1 64.6 52.7 75.2
[39] CONS-PF2 64.7 51.1 74.9
[39] CONS-PF 67.5 58.8 79.3
[39] CONS-O 63.5 46.7 68.5
[39] CONS-AAC 59.2 44.0 61.9
[3] PSSM-SPINE-S - 73.8 88.2
[20] ACCfold (k=10) 70.1 66.4 85.9
[22] DTW - 74.0 90.2
[24] k-AAP - 77.0 90.6
[21] TAXFOLD 71.5 - 90.0
[39] PSSM-Monogram - 50.1 69.6
[39] PSSM-Bigram - 68.1 84.5
[23] PSSM-Trigram - 73.4 88.7

This study HMM-Monogram 66.2 75.2 86.7
This study HMM-Bigram 74.2 83.1 92.6
This study HMM-Trigram 75.8 86.0 93.8

computed from the original protein sequence,
the same features are also computed from
the PSSM-based consensus sequence, these are
prepended with CONS- before the feature ab-
breviation. Finally, ACCfold (Auto and cross
covariance [20]), Bigram [39], PSSM-SPINE-S
[3], Trigrams [23], DTW [22] and k-AAP [24]
are used.

As it is shown in this table and was high-
lighted in the previous subsection, we signif-
icantly outperform previously reported results
for the PFR. Using trigram features, we achieve
86.0%, 75.8%, and 93.8% prediction accuracies
which are 11.0%, 4.3% and 3.2% better than
previously reported results for the TG, DD, and
EDD benchmarks, respectively [3], [15], [21],
[22], [24], [35].

We also compare HMMFold with the con-
ventional template-based methods [56], [57],
[58], [59], [60], [61], [62]. To do this, we use Lin-
dahl benchmark and adapt 2-fold cross valida-

tion evaluation criterion as it used in [21] and
[62]. Similar to [21], we preprocessed in a way
that each fold contains at least Nmin number
of samples. We conduct our experiments when
Nmin = 1 and Nmin = 5 and compare our results
with previous results found in the literature.
We also make sure that samples from the same
superfamily were placed in the same group for
cross validation. Therefore, similar to [21], the
training and testing samples came from differ-
ent superfamilies. Note that we did not tune
the SVM parameters for this benchmark. We
used the same SVM parameters that we used
for the other benchmarks. In addition to the
template-based techniques, we compare our
results with TAXFOLD [21] and ACCfold [20]
(two taxonomy based techniques) that have
been previously used for this benchmark and
outperformed other template-based methods.
The results achieved for this experiment are
shown in Table 7. As it is shown in the table,
we achieve 14.9% and 5.3% when Nmin = 5
and 2.9% and 0.3% when Nmin = 1 improve-
ments over BoostThreader and SPARKS-X as
the best results reported in the literature for this
benchmark using a template-based technique.
We also achieve 4.9% and 4.6% better results
than TAXFOLD as the best taxonomy technique
used for this benchmark when Nmin = 1 and
Nmin = 5, respectively. These results show
the preference of HMMFold compared to other
template and taxonomy based techniques for
PFR.

We also conduct the paired T-test to study
the statistical significance of our achieved en-
hancement compared to previous results (on
DD, EDD, and TG benchmarks). The achieved
P-value for the paired T-test (P = 0.0002) sup-
ports the statistical significance of our reported
improvements over the previously reported re-
sults found in the literature for protein fold
recognition.

Similar to [20] and [21], we have conducted
our experiments to predict proteins in family
and superfamily level as well. As it is shown
in Table 7, our results are lower than other
temple based methods. The main reason is that
for these two problems, there are just a few
samples which prevent our method to train
properly for these tasks. Since we extract 8000
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TABLE 7: The results (%) achieved by using HMMFold compared to other template-based
methods on Lindahl benchmark (using 2-fold cross validation and a setup as it was used in
[21]. Note that the results for the previous studies are taken from [21] and [62].

Family Superfamily Fold
Methods Nmin = 1 Nmin = 3 Nmin = 4 Nmin = 1 Nmin = 5 Nmin = 1 Nmin = 5

No. of Sequences 555 97 47 434 225 321 177
No. of Categories 176 13 5 86 23 38 8
SPARKS-X 84.1 - - 59.0 76.3 45.2 67.0
BoostThreader 86.5 - - 66.1 76.4 42.6 57.4
DescFold-II 81.1 - - 60.6 - 32.4 -
DescFold-I 80.7 - - 57.8 - 24.9 -
FOLDpro 85.0 - - 55.5 70.0 26.5 48.3
SP5 82.4 - - 59.8 - 37.9 58.7
SPARKS 81.6 - - 52.5 69.1 24.3 47.7
HHpred 82.9 - - 58.8 - 25.2 -
Fugue 82.2 - - 41.9 - 12.2 -
RAPTOR 86.6 - - 56.3 - 38.2 -
ACCFold 53.9 79.6 95.7 23.1 78.3 29.9 51.9
TAXFOLD 68.6 90.7 100.0 39.3 84.5 40.6 67.7
HMMFold (this study) 74.0 80.5 80.9 43.6 77.5 45.5 72.3

features using Trigram feature group, there is a
need to have more sample to be able to prop-
erly train our method. Furthermore, we opti-
mized our parameters for the fold recognition
task and used the same parameters for family
and superfamily prediction as fold recognition
is the main focus of this problem.

3.3 Discussion
Our results show that features based on the
HMM profiles significantly outperform the
same features computed from the PSSM. We
claim that even from the beginning, the HMM
profiles should have been used to extract
evolutionary information for the protein fold
recognition problem instead of using the PSSM
profiles. As it was explained in the introduc-
tion, the HMM profiles are designed to ex-
tract remote homology information while the
PSSM profile is more sensitive in finding highly
significant alignments [18], [28], [32]. In Yan
et. al [18], it was shown that PSIBLAST has
lower False Positive Rate(FPR) and False Negative
Rate(FNR) for finding highly similar samples
than HHsearch which shows the sensitivity of
its sequence alignment compared to the HMM
profile. HHsearch shows better performance in
finding similar alignments as it identifies the

remote homology relations well. Because pro-
tein fold is defined based on the relationship
between proteins with similar general configu-
rations and secondary structure shapes, finding
remote homology can provide more discrimi-
natory information [18], [30], [32].

Since the introduction of dynamic evolution-
ary information, using the PSSM profile to
extract this information have been successfully
used for the PFR and its similar problems such
as protein structural class prediction, protein
function prediction etc. [19], [63], [64], [65], [66],
[67]. Our results show the superiority of the
HMM profile for protein fold recognition and
support the findings of [27], [28], [29], [31], [32]
studies. We believe that using the HMM profile
is potentially able to enhance the prediction
performance for similar problems as well. In
fact, our observations in this study as well
as findings in Solding et. al [19] support the
idea that extracting evolutionary information
from a profile that is better at detecting remote
homology information can enhance our ability
to solve many problems in protein science.
Therefore, HMMFold as a HMM profile based
technique inherits this advantage which is its
ability to use the remote homology information
for PFR. Note that HMMFold can be improved
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by proposing new techniques to reduce the
number of features to speed up the classifica-
tion task and be more suitable for large protein
data banks.

We hypothesize that not just for protein fold
recognition, but also for similar problems (e.g.
protein structural class and protein subcellular
localization prediction problems) using HMM
profiles could significantly enhance the predic-
tion performance and is capable of revealing
more discriminatory information [28]. Extract-
ing this information and finding remote ho-
mology relationships more accurately is also
made possible the increases in the number of
sequences deposited in the protein data banks
such as NCBI and UniProt.

4 CONCLUSION

In this study we have proposed the HMMFold
technique. This technique is based on extract-
ing evolutionary information from HMM pro-
files. We used monogram, bigram, and trigram
features which are extracted from the HMM
profile. We then applied SVM to classify these
features. We have shown that by using SVM to
the trigram feature group we are able to signifi-
cantly enhance protein fold prediction accuracy
compared to previous results found in the lit-
erature. We achieved 86.0%, 75.8%, and 93.8%
prediction accuracies which are 11.0%, 4.3%
and 3.2% better than the previously reported
results for the TG, DD, and EDD benchmarks,
respectively.

We have, for the first time, achieved over
80% prediction accuracy (86%) for protein fold
recognition when the sequential similarity rate
is less than 25% which is 11% better than
previously reported results. This breakthrough
can be considered as a promising achievement
in addressing protein fold recognition. Our
results also highlight the effectiveness of the
HMM profiles compared to the PSSM profiles
for protein fold recognition.

Considering our results as well as the find-
ings in [28], [29], and [18], we showed that
using the HMM profile is more effective than
the PSSM profile for the protein fold recog-
nition problem and should be considered the

main resource to extract sequence profiles and
evolutionary information for this task.

For our future works, we aim to investigate
the impact of using the HMM profiles
for other similar studies that depend on
detecting remote relationships between
protein structures such as protein structural
classes, protein subcellular localization,
protein function prediction, protein domain
prediction and investigate the performance
of the HMMFold for these problems. For
public use, HMMFold is freely available at:
http://sparks-lab.org/pmwiki/download/
index.php?Download=HMMFold.tar.bz2 We
have also provided options for users to extract
n-gram features and download the source
code for the HMMFold from this web page.
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